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Ngog double adds new dimension to Hodgson's forward thinking 
Liverpool 4 Steaua Bucharest 1 On the numerous occasions in recent days when 
the question has been posed of how best to deal with Fernando Torres's 
stuttering form, few would have suggested that the solution would be to replace 
one of the world's finest forwards with David Ngog.  
It is unlikely that the course of action Roy Hodgson took last night, leaving Torres 
kicking his heels in the directors' box while Ngog led the line, will be repeated too 
many times in the future. In the short term at least it proved to be the answer for 
Liverpool as the France Under-21 international provided the goalscoring platform 
for an ultimately comfortable victory over Steaua Bucharest with a brace that 
took his tally for the season to six.  
The doubts that have plagued Ngog since his emergence into the Liverpool first 
team are still to dissipate. Even his status as the club's top scorer this season did 
not stop the Kop from voicing a chorus of concern when he stepped up to take a 
second-half penalty, but should he continue hitting the target as regularly as he 
has of late, the likelihood is that it will not be long before the misgivings make 
way for renewed faith.  
"Ngog's confidence grew after he scored the penalty," Hodgson said. "We had so 
much possession afterwards that it was always going to be good for the 
forwards."  
Ngog was one of eight changes to Hodgson's team and although he was delighted 
with the result, the Liverpool manager insisted that his selection policy, which 
also saw Steven Gerrard sit out the game, did not require vindication from the 
outcome of the match for it to be the right one.  
"It's important to make decisions for the right reasons," Hodgson said. "We got 
the right result but the decision would have been just as valid even if we hadn't 
got the right result."  
In keeping with the dysfunctional nature of modern-day Liverpool, events on the 
pitch once again felt secondary to the continuing financial machinations off it. 
This time the spotlight was on the co-owners. Tom Hicks is in London trying 
desperately to secure a refinancing package to prop up his ruinous regime, while 
George Gillett Jr is reported to have defaulted on a loan in the United States.  
It was against this backdrop of uncertainty that Liverpool began their first Europa 
League group-stage game and 27 seconds after kick-off they had scored their 
quickest European goal as Joe Cole struck his first for the club after a glaring error 
by Octavian Abrudan. The lead lasted only 13 minutes, though, as this time a 
defence-splitting through-ball from a Steaua player worked in the Romanian 
team's favour as Bogdan Stancu's deliciously weighted pass released Cristian 
Tanase beyond the flat-footed home defence and the forward's finish was every 
bit as emphatic as Cole's.  
Ngog restored Liverpool's lead from the spot after Pantelis Kapetanos had 
needlessly manhandled Sotiros Kyrgiakos at a corner. The collective lack of belief 
shown in Ngog by the Kop as he grabbed the ball from the otherwise anonymous 
Raul Meireles was not shared by the Anfield scoreboard operator who flashed up 
a 2-1 scoreline before the penalty had been taken. Fortunately, the operator's 
confidence was not misplaced.  
Lucas Leiva is a veritable lightning rod for criticism largely because he is anything 
but an archetypal Brazilian midfield player nor is he the muchmissed Xabi Alonso, 
but he did a passable impersonation of both when he put the game beyond doubt 
with a stupendous strike from 25 yards after coming off the substitutes' bench.  
The final scoreline was given a somewhat flattering look when Ngog struck his 
second and Liverpool's fourth as the match entered stoppage time, but it is what 
happens in the boardroom and the capital's financial institutions in the days and 
weeks to come that will offer a greater indication of the Merseyside club's state of 
health than anything they do or don't achieve on the pitch.  
Liverpool (4-4-1-1): J M Reina - M Kelly, D Agger, S Kyrgiakos, P Konchesky - M 
Rodriguez (sub: D Pacheco, 85min), J Spearing, R Meireles, R Babel (sub: L Leiva, 
78) - J Cole (sub: N Eccleston, 88) - D Ngog. Substitutes not used: B Jones, G 
Johnson, J Carragher, J Shelvey. Booked: Rodriguez. Steaua Bucharest (4-4-2): C 
Tatarusanu - I Emeghara (sub: B Nicolita, 20), O Abrudan, Geraldo, I Latovlevici - 
M Radut (sub: R Surdu, 73), S Angelov (sub: E Bonfim, 52), E Bicfalvi, C Tanase - B 
Stancu, P Kapetanos. Substitutes not used: C Lungu, F Gardos, R Gomes, I Apostol. 
Booked: Abrudan, Geraldo, Bonfim. Referee: C Muniz Fernandez (Spain).  
 

 
Ngog and the understudies give Liverpool reasons to be cheerful 
No Steven Gerrard, no Fernando Torres and the threat of Tom Hicks still hovering 
over ruinous debt offered an apocalyptic vision of the future for Liverpool against 
Steaua Bucharest yet the here and now proved far more palatable. A comfortable 
stroll over the Romanian visitors gave Roy Hodgson a fifth successive European 
win as Liverpool manager, a club record, and a perfect preparation for the visit to 
Old Trafford on Sunday.  
The only rebellion on the Kop was not towards the club's co-owners, who have 
not yet given up on retaining control of Liverpool from the Royal Bank of Scotland, 
but towards David Ngog when he had the temerity to restore his team's lead from 
the penalty spot. There was even the sound of suppressed laughter when it was 
announced that Lucas Leiva was indeed the goalscorer of a stunning third goal 
from 25 yards.  
Hodgson had demanded his squad players seized the opportunity to impress and, 
unlike many occasions in the past, they did not fail the Liverpool manager. The A-
list gallery in the Anfield directors' box could relax as their understudies delivered 
an ultimately comfortable victory.  
The contest opened perfectly for Hodgson's makeshift side and Joe Cole in 
particular, given how this doubled as an audition for the starting line-up at Old 
Trafford for the England international following the completion of his three-match 
ban. As the manager had promised, Liverpool were unrecognisable from the side 
fortunate to escape with a goalless draw at Birmingham City on Sunday, with only 
Jose Reina, Paul Konchesky and Maxi Rodriguez retaining their place. They were 
unrecognisable as an attacking threat too, and it took 26 seconds for Liverpool to 
demonstrate the intent and finishing that proved beyond them at St Andrew's.  
Cole was gifted the chance to vent his recent frustrations courtesy of a terrible 
slip by the visiting centre-half Octavian Abrudan. Played into trouble by over-
elaboration in front of him, the Steaua defender scuffed a backpass straight to 
Liverpool's No10 who swept his first goal for the club wide of the goalkeeper 
Ciprian Tatarusanu and in off the far post. Cole's last goal came in Chelsea's 
decisive league victory over Manchester United in April.  
The first exchange, however, proved deceptive. Abrudan's calamity was out of 
context with an impressive display from the Romanians. Steaua's front four 
combined pace, strength, ingenuity and quality in abundance, and were ably 
supported by their two defensive midfielders. Within 13 minutes the visitors were 
level, the captain, Cristian Tanase, lofting a chip over Reina having been released 
behind the Liverpool defence by Bogdan Stancu, and Mihai Radut maintained a 
constant menace on the right.  
Reina saved at point-blank range when Radut brushed aside Konchesky and 
picked out Stancu in the centre, although the Steaua forward had drifted just 
offside. Liverpool were limited to shots from distance through Cole and 
Rodriguez, Tatarusanu saving comfortably on both occasions, and Abrudan's 
miserable night continued when he collected a harsh booking for a ball-winning 
challenge on the Argentina international.  
Liverpool's cause was helped greatly by facing such an imbalanced Steaua team. 
Just as the first murmurs of discontent began to stir among the home support 
Hodgson's team were handed another present when Rodriguez floated a corner 
towards the visitors' penalty spot. Sotirios Kyrgiakos challenged for the ball with 
his Greece international team-mate Pantelis Kapetanos, who for some reason 
thought he could get away with pulling the defender to the floor before the array 
of Europa League match officials. Ngog defied the reservations of the Kop to send 
Steaua's goalkeeper the wrong way from the penalty spot and claim his sixth goal 
of a blossoming personal campaign.  
The visitors faded as the contest wore on and Cole increasingly exploited the gaps 
their midfield left behind, although Tanase wasted a fine opening when he nut-
megged Kyrgaikos on the edge of the Liverpool area but sliced wide. Lucas made 
the game safe with an unstoppable drive before Ngog found the bottom corner in 
stoppage time.  
Group K table  
P W D L F A Pts  
Liverpool 1 0 0 0 4 1 3  
Napoli 1 0 1 0 0 0 1  
Utrecht 1 0 1 0 0 0 1  
S Bucharest 1 0 0 1 1 4 0  
Next fixtures 30 September  
Steaua Bucharest v Napoli; Utrecht v Liverpool  
Liverpool 4-2-3-1  
Reina; Kelly, Kyrgiakos, Agger, Konchesky; Spearing, Meireles; Rodriguez * 
(Pacheco 85), Cole (Eccleston 88), Babel (Lucas 78); Ngog.  
Subs not used  
Jones, Johnson, Carragher, Shelvey.  
Referee C Fernandez (Spain).  
Steaua Bucharest 4-2-3-1  
Tatarusanu; Emeghara (Nicolita 20), Abrudan *, Geraldo, Latovlevici; Anghelov 
(Bonfim * 52), Bicfalvi *; Radut (Surdu 73), Stancu, Tanase; Kapetanos *.  
Subs not used  
Lungu, Gardos, Gomes, Apostol.  
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Lucas seals it for Hodgson at empty Anfield 
Liverpool 4  
Steaua Bucharest 1  
DAVID Ngog held his nerve to give an under- strength Liverpool a muchneeded 
Europa League boost at half-empty Anfield last night.  
Anfield has played host to some of Europe's most famous nights down the years, 
epic encounters featuring some of the game's greatest names and creating an 
atmosphere to test the steeliest of nerves.  
They seemed a distant memory, as a barely recogniseable Liverpool line-up took 
on one-time European giants Steaua before vast areas of empty seats.  
At least Ngog calmed the nerves, though, as he fired Liverpool in front with a 
55th-minute penalt after Steaua had stunned the sparsely populated Anfield 
ranks with a first-half equaliser.  
Lucas sealed the victory with a 25-yard screamer that made it 3-1 on 81 minutes 
and Ngog added the fourth in injury time.  
Joe Cole had ensured Roy Hodgson's side made the required start with a goal 
after just 26 seconds, latching on to a defensive error and coolly drawing the 
Steau keeper before beating him with ease.  
The Romanian side soon made it clear they had no intention of play-ing second 
fiddle as they bounced back with a leveller from their first real attack, in the 13th 
minute.  
Liverpool were struggling to subdue their lively visitors but edged ahead, before a 
crowd of only 25,605 -- the lowest at Anfield for 10 years -- after Sotiris Kyrgiakos 
was hauled to the ground by striker Pantelis Kapetanos as he rose to meet a Maxi 
Rodriguez corner in the 55th minute.  
Spanish referee Cesar Fernandez had no hesitation pointing to the spot and Ngog 
was just as clearcut as he stepped forward and sent Ciprian Tatarusanu the wrong 
way with a crisp spot-kick.  
There were almost as many empty seats as occupied ones, particularly at the 
Anfield Road end, but those who did turn out were soon on their feet, as 
Liverpool made a dream start.  
Cole had completed four Liverpool appearances without scoring, but the fifth was 
only 26 seconds old when he put matters right.  
Steaua's players were supposed to be in awe of Anfield, if reports from Romania 
were to be believed, and Octavian Abrudan certainly seemed struck by 
stagefright. He received a pass from Ifeanyi Emeghara and turned to roll it back to 
Ciprian Tatarusanu.  
A nervy flick of the right boot made only minimal contact and gave Cole the 
chance to seize on it and clip a shot beyond the keeper.  
As the ball nestled in the bottom corner, the former Chelsea forward turned 
towards the Kop at the other end and punched the air in celebration.  
There were more jitters in the Steaua defence in the fifth minute as Sotiris 
Kyrgiakos won the aerial duel for Cole's corner and saw his header desperately 
scrambled away from the line.  
If Romanian nerves needed settling, though, Cristian Tanase came up with the 
perfect antidote in the 10th minute, as Steaua sent their noisy followers wild with 
a shock equaliser.  
Bogdan Stancu's pinpoint through-ball gave him the opening and he made the 
most of it by holding off a challenge from Kyrgiakos and expertly lifting a shot 
over the advancing Pepe Reina -- captain for the night in the absence of Steven 
Gerrard and Jamie Carragher.  
Fernando Torres and Glen Johnson were also missing from the starting line-up, as 
manager Roy Hodgson took a calculated gamble by resting his key players for 
Sunday's Old Trafford showdown with Manchester United in the Barclays Premier 
League.  
United counterpart Sir Alex Ferguson's Champions' League selection 48 hours 
earlier suggested he, too, had one eye on Sunday.  
Steaua poured forward again in the 28th minute here, as Stancu ploughed 
through one challenge and curled a dangerous low cross towards the lurking 
Pantelis Kapetanos, six yards out. Reina's reflexes, allied to a linesman's flag, 
saved Liverpool, but it was a reminder that the Romanians could not be taken 
lightly.  
When Liverpool midfielder Jay Spearing's appeal for his teammates to 'step it up' 
rang around the unusually quiet ground it drew applause.  
It was easier said than done, though. Cole and Ryan Babel both tried their luck 
from distance but failed to trouble Tatarusanu in the away goal, while a Paul 
Konchesky free-kick, just before half-time, sailed harmlessly wide.  
MATCH FACTS  
LIVERPOOL (4-2-3-1): Reina 6; Kelly 6, Kyrgiakos 6, Agger 6, Konchesky 6; Spearing 
7, Meireles 6; Rodriguez 6 (Pacheco 85), Cole 8 (Eccleston 88), Babel 7 (Lukas 78); 
Ngog 6. Subs not used: Jones, Johnson, Carragher, Shelbey.  
STEAUA BUCHAREST (4-4-1-1): Tatarusanu 6; Emeghara 6 (Nicolita 20), Abrudan 
5, Alves 6, Latovievici 6; Radut 6 (Surdu 73), Angelov 6 (Eder 52), Bicfalvi 5, Tanase 
7; Stancu 7;Kapetanos 6. Subs not used: Lungu, Gardos, Gomes, Apostol.  
Referee: Cesar Fernandez (Spain) 7. Man of the match: Joe Cole.  
 

 
Magical Cole inspires four-star Liverpool; Ngog's double and a sublime 
display by former Chelsea man gives Hodgson's side control of Group K 
Liverpool 4  
Cole 1, Ngog pen 56, 90, Lucas 81  
Steaua Bucharest 1  
Tanase 13 Att: 25,605  
JOE COLE departed to a standing ovation here last night, Liverpool fans saluting 
his skill, imagination and eye for goal. In the absence of some big names, 
Liverpool needed a big performance from Cole and he delivered. The one 
disappointment was that only 25,605 were present to witness Cole's excellence.  
It was not solely the expert way he scored in the first minute. Cole's use of the 
ball was consistently intelligent, giving Liverpool a real threat in the final third.  
Although Cristian Tanase soon equalised, Liverpool dominated the second half. 
David Ngog swept in a penalty, Lucas fired in a majestic third before Ngog gave 
the scoreline a slightly cruel look. Liverpool had enjoyed the perfect start, Cole 
striking after only 26 seconds. This was what Roy Hodgson had hoped for when 
tempting Cole north: the quickness of thought and deftness of touch dissecting 
defences and defeating goalkeepers. When Steaua's centre-half, Octavian 
Abrudan, dithered in possession, Cole pounced, nicking the ball and driving it 
emphatically past Ciprian Tatarusanu. It was Cole's first goal since his back-heel at 
Old Trafford for Chelsea on April 3. How Liverpool would love another of such 
impudence on Sunday. The Kop loved it. All the pre-match concerns about 
Hodgson's weakened line-up faded briefly.  
Sitting up in the directors' box were Steven Gerrard and Fernando Torres, whom 
Hodgson had rested with Sunday's trip to Old Trafford in mind. With Jamie 
Carragher and Glen Johnson starting on the bench Liverpool's line-up was clearly 
a gamble by Hodgson. For all his sustained involvement with the competition last 
year, Hodgson clearly understands the domestic problems wrought by 
membership of the Thursday Night Club this season, a point he made in his 
programme notes by stressing he would be rotating heavily and using the Europa 
League to assess some of the "younger'' players.  
Hodgson's priority is to get the team back in the Champions League, to restore 
Liverpool to the heights that watching greats like Alan Hansen and Kenny Dalglish 
lifted them to. Liverpool fans relish their European adventures, even on the B-
roads of the Continent. The Kop was almost full but the Anfield Road End had vast 
swathes of unoccupied red seats. Hodgson had indicated Torres and Gerrard 
would be rested so some will have stayed away despite the club lowering ticket 
prices. Liverpool missed Carragher's organisational abilities. Holes appeared at the 
back, particularly around Sotirios Kyrgiakos. After 13 minutes, Steaua went 
through the gears, a rapier thrust going through Liverpool. Geraldo Alves slid the 
ball through to the excellent Bogdan Stancu, who accelerated its passage down 
the inside-left corridor. Tanase had stolen a march on Kyrgiakos, darting ahead of 
the Greek and lifting the ball expertly over Pepe Reina. Stunned, Liverpool took 10 
minutes to regain their belief. During that worrying period, Steaua continued to 
break forward confidently, Eric Bicfalvi directing operations from deep midfield. 
The Romanians were very much in the image of their coach, Ilie Dumitrescu, such 
an elegant attacking midfielder during his Tottenham Hotspur pomp. A belief in 
their technique and tactics suffused Steaua, who sought out any hint of 
vulnerability in Liverpool's back-line. When Daniel Agger and Paul Konchesky got 
in a mix-up on the left, Mihai Radut darted through but Liverpool slammed the 
door shut. Liverpool flickered with promise as the half gained in length. Maxi 
Rodriguez, working the right flank, spirited the ball past Iasmin Latovlevici but 
again the move came to nothing. Liverpool began shooting from range, first Cole, 
then Ryan Babel, but to no avail. When Abrudan fouled Rodriguez, Konchesky 
drove a left-footed free-kick well wide. The feeling that Liverpool had weathered 
the Steaua storm was confirmed 10 minutes after the break. Teams have been 
warned this season that referees in Europe will be particularly strong on pushing 
and shirt-pulling in the box. The Romanians had clearly not been paying attention.  
As a Rodriguez corner curled in, Pantelis Kapetanos tugged Kyrgiakos and the 
Spanish referee, Cesar Fernandez, did not need to consult his assistants. The 
offence was so blatant, committed so close to Fernandez that he could hardly 
miss it. The referee pointed to the spot and Ngog stayed calm as he stroked the 
ball low to Tatarusanu's right. Liverpool looked far more assertive in the second 
period. Raul Meireles was stationed alongside Spearing in the anchoring roles but 
his strength lies in getting forward, a capability he showed with a meaty volley 
that Tatarusanu repelled. Steaua should have equalised with 15 minutes 
remaining. Tanase nutmegged Kyrgiakos but his shot was too weak to worry 
Reina.  
Hodgson removed Babel, pushing Meireles up behind Ngog and sending on Lucas 
to patrol midfield. To Anfield's surprise and delight, it was the Brazilian who made 
it 3-1, cracking a magnificent 25-yarder past Tatarusanu, a goal so unexpected 
from a player hardly noted for wonderstrikes that Anfield's announcer almost 
gasped when noting the moment. Ngog made it 4-1 in injury time with a dribble 
and shot as Liverpool finished in style 
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Liverpool prove strength in depth as Cole delivers first blow to crush 
Steaua 
IN TWO days Roy Hodgson undergoes his first test as manager of Liverpool, the 
gran clasico with Manchester United. Of his predecessors, Gerard Houllier was 
rather good at it while Rafael Benitez was just getting the hang of when he was 
asked to leave.  
Like Manchester United against Rangers on Tuesday, the Liverpool manager 
rested his big players and trusted in the depth of his squad against opponents he 
would reckon to beat. Unlike for Sir Alex Ferguson, it was a gamble that worked, 
although this was partly because, in contrast to the Scottish champions, Steaua 
Bucharest did not park a depot's worth of buses in front of their goal and because 
Liverpool profited from some acute clumsiness in the Steaua area.  
Bucharest's striker, Pantelis Kapetanos played alongside Sotiris Kyrgiakos at AEK 
Athens and must have recognised him as a threat from corners because as the 
defender moved to meet Maxi Rodriguez's delivery he was hauled down by his 
fellow Greek. The penalty in front of the Kop fell to David Ngog, who emphatically 
sent Ciprian Tatarusanu the wrong way. Given the way Kyrgiakos almost struck 
the corner flag with a wild shot a few moments later, Kapetanos may have 
wondered why he bothered.  
It was a strange evening. Lucas Leiva's introduction was met with jeers from 
Anfield, especially when the fourth official indicated mistakenly that Ngog would 
be the man to make way. A couple of moments later, he had driven a shot from 
distance into the goal beneath the Kop in a way that finally marked him out as a 
Brazilian.  
When Benitez brought Lucas to Merseyside it should have been a signing that 
drove the club forward in marketing terms. Instead, the midfielder, rated the 
finest talent at Under-19 level in Brazil, became a byword for negativity and 
ineffectiveness. This might start to redress the balance, although the stadium 
announcer did laugh when announcing the goalscorer's name, while Steven 
Gerrard, watching from the stands, applauded and grinned.  
Steaua Bucharest, a club who have been ravaged by their habit of sacking their 
manager at the first hint of trouble - Ilie Dumitrescu is the 11th in seven years - 
provided rather stiffer opposition than might have been expected, although 
Liverpool might have won more comfortably. Raul Meireles had a wickedly struck 
shot turned away at full stretch by Tatarsanu while both Rodriguez and Joe Cole 
were given ovations as they were substituted. Ngog's finish in stoppage time was 
utterly emphatic. Steaua Bucharest, in truth, had faded badly and by the time 
these two sides meet in the Romanian capital in December they may have 
disappeared completely.  
Dumitrescu's taste of English football was as part of the Tottenham side 
constructed by Ossie Ardiles on the principle that defenders were something the 
game could do without. White Hart Lane was long on thrills, its supporters short 
on fingernails and, fun though it was, it couldn't possibly last. After 25 seconds as 
Cole seized on a dreadful back pass from Octavian Abrudan and slotted his shot 
home, it appeared that Steaua were the Tottenham of 1993 revisited.  
Cole would not have cared that the goal had been a gift. No footballer since Emlyn 
Hughes has come to Anfield so overflowing with enthusiasm and since Cole's first 
steps on Merseyside had seen him dismissed on his debut and miss a penalty in 
the Europa League qualifier against Trabzonspor he had needed the ability to 
smile.  
It was his first goal since the flick at Old Trafford that had propelled Chelsea 
towards a title-deciding victory over Manchester United. This by comparison, was 
a Europa League group game against a side whose domination of the Romanian 
League has long been broken, but to see the Londoner run along the touchline 
punching the air, you would not have been able to tell.  
Given that Hodgson had been forced to defend Liverpool from accusations of 
dullness - a charge frequently levelled at predecessors Benitez and Houllier - in 
the wake of Sunday's goalless draw at Birmingham, this was some riposte.  
As anyone who witnessed the grim sterility of the 1986 European Cup final when 
Steaua played for, got and won a penalty shoot-out against Barcelona, Bucharest 
can do dull, too. Nevertheless, a dozen minutes later they were level as Cristian 
Tanase raced to meet a neat through-ball from Bogdan Stancu and arrived 
fractionally and fatally before Pepe Reina, who amid Hodgson's wholesale 
changes had found himself captain. Tanase won the race largely because he 
outpaced Kyrgiakos without appearing to break sweat. The big Greek defender 
has many admirable qualities but speed is not one of them - Aristotle Onassis had 
tankers that turned quicker.  
Liverpool are, as Hodgson stresses, very much a work in progress and there were 
elements of that throughout. A run and shot from Jay Spearing that skimmed the 
bar; a lovely touch for Cole that Ryan Babel failed to capitalise on and a mix up 
between Daniel Agger and Paul Konchesky that was almost fatal. Midway through 
the first half Spearing bluntly told the rest of his midfield to buck up their ideas - 
though these were not the words he used.  
It was interesting from a couple of angles: that a 21-year-old graduate of the 
Liverpool Academy should have the courage to say it; and that Anfield should 
have been empty enough to hear it. And on hearing it, the old ground burst into 
applause.  
 

GROUP K  
P W D L F A Pts  
Liverpool 1 1 0 0 4 1 3  
Napoli .1 0 1 0 0 0 1  
Utrecht .1 0 1 0 0 0 1  
Steaua Bucharest 1 0 0 1 1 4 0  
* Results so far: Liverpool 4 Steaua Bucharest 1, Napoli 0 Utrecht 0.  
* Liverpool's remaining fixtures: 30 Sep Utrecht (a); 21 Oct Napoli (a); 4 Nov 
Napoli (h); 2 Dec Steaua Bucharest (a); 15 Dec Utrecht (h).  
MATCH FACTS  
Liverpool (4-2-3-1) Reina; Kelly, Kyrgiakos, Agger, Konchesky; Spearing, Meireles; 
Rodriguez (Pacheco, 85), Cole (Ecclestone, 88), Babel (Lucas, 79); Ngog. 
Substitutes not used: Jones (gk), Johnson, Carragher, Shelvey.  
Booked Rodriguez.  
Steaua Bucharest (4-2-3-1) Tatarusanu; Emeghara (Nicolita, 20), Abrudan, Alves, 
Latovlevici; Angelov (Bonfim, 52), Bicfalvi; Radut (Surdu, 73), Stancu, Tanase; 
Kapetanos. Substitutes not used: Lungu (gk), Gardos, Gomes, Apostol.  
Booked Abrudan, Alves, Bonfim.  
Man of the match Ngog.  
Possession Liverpool 52% Steaua Bucharest 48%  
Shots on target Liverpool 10 Steaua Bucharest 2.  
Referee C Fernandez (Sp). Attendance 25,605.  
Match rating 7/10. 
 

 
READY STEADY JOE 
JOE COLE promised to make an instant impact at Anfield - but even he could not 
have dreamed it would happen so quickly.  
Liverpool's keynote summer signing has been a frustrated onlooker for much of 
this fledgling season after being dismissed on the opening day.  
He revealed his desperation to make up for his red card against Arsenal - within 
26 seconds he had done so.  
He eventually gave the Reds the platform for victory in their opening Europa 
League group game.  
But the win came only after a major fright as the visitors rallied to equalise in the 
first half.  
Roy Hodgson had admitted his team selection - eight changes from the side that 
drew at Birmingham - left him open to criticism should they fail to win.  
At one stage - after Cristian Tanase levelled - it seemed he was on course for the 
same response that greeted Sir Alex Ferguson after his weakened Manchester 
United side could only draw against Rangers on Tuesday.  
But second-half goals from David Ngog and Lucas ensured that would not be the 
case.  
Cole's strike, his first for his new club, was Liverpool's quickest ever in Europe, a 
remarkable achievement given the club's illustrious history in the competitions.  
What was not so illustrious was the goal itself.  
From the kick-off, Steaua played the ball across their own back line, but as Cole 
pressed, hapless centre-back Octavian Abrudan under-hit a pass to his keeper. 
The Liverpool striker was first to the ball and calmly found the corner of the net.  
The unfamiliar Reds lineup, even with Raul Meireles making his full debut and 
Cole returning, was not perhaps the most experienced.  
But with youngster Jay Spearing dynamic in midfield and Meireles bringing more 
adventure to the passing, they flew out of the blocks.  
They could have had a second in the early stages as stand-in centre-back Sotiris 
Kyrgiakos rose unchallenged to meet a Cole corner, only for his goal-bound 
header to be blocked on the line.  
Steaua were almost overrun as they struggled to get into the game, but the home 
side did not take advantage.  
They were so in control they possibly eased back. That proved a costly mistake, 
allowing the visitors to finally find their stride.  
Hodgson had warned Bucharest captain Cristian Tanase would be the dangerman, 
and so it proved. Liverpool were caught flat at the back by a fine 13th-minute pass 
in behind Kyrgiakos from Bogdan Stancu. Tanase ran beyond the static Reds 
backline to brilliantly chip over the advancing Pepe Reina.  
From there, Liverpool struggled to find their rhythm and the game slowed to a 
crawl in front of a sparse crowd of under 26,000.  
But on 55 minutes as the Kop grew restless, Maxi Rodriguez swung over a corner 
and the referee ruled Kyrgiakos had been fouled by defender Pantelis Kapetanos.  
Ngog stepped up to convert from the spot.  
Lucas made it 3-1 with a spectacular drive on 81 minutes and Ngog then sealed 
victory for his side in the dying seconds.  
LIVERPOOL: Reina 7, Kelly 7, Kyrgiakos 6, Agger 6, Konchesky 6, Rodriguez 6, 
Meireles 7, Spearing 7, Babel 6, Cole 7, Ngog 7  
STEAUA BUCHAREST: Tararusanu 6, Emeghara 5, Abrudan 4, Geraldo 5, Latovlevici 
6, Angelov 6, Bicfalvi 5; Radut 6, Stancu 7, Tanase 7, Kapetanos 6, REF: Cesar 
Fernandez ATT: 25,605  
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Dominic King sees the Reds start Europa League campaign with a win at 
subdued Anfield  
FLAT crowd, weakened team, swathes of empty seats – the Europa League might 
be the Champions League’s poorer sister but Liverpool can’t afford to treat it as 
an afterthought. Everything is relative. 
If anyone arrived at Anfield last night expecting to see the Reds take a first 
sauntering step towards the knockout stages of this competition, they were 
forced to hastily reassess their ideas following an uncomfortable first tussle with 
Steaua Bucharest. 
While it was encouraging to see Joe Cole score his first Liverpool goal and Raul 
Meireles mark his home debut with an adroit performance, even the most 
blinkered supporter would agree that Roy Hodgson’s men were flattered by the 
final scoreline. 
For long periods this was desperately hard work and, if anything, it proved that 
Liverpool are going to have to approach Group K as if they were preparing for 
showdowns in Madrid, Milan or Barcelona; this will not be a cakewalk. 
Yet a 4-1 victory is not to be sniffed at and while Hodgson might play down the 
fact his first five European matches have all been successful – thus bettering Bill 
Shankly’s record – he will have been thrilled with the efforts of his main summer 
signing. 
Though you can never read too much into the action you see in a friendly game, it 
was difficult not to take encouragement from the way Cole zipped and glided 
around the pitch during Jamie Carragher’s recent testimonial. 
So, when you then consider that was the only time he has been on a pitch since 
August 26, it was no wonder he was desperate to start making up for lost time 
here; nobody, though, could have anticipated he would make an impact so 
quickly. 
With just 25 seconds having elapsed, Cole seized upon a woeful back pass from 
Octavian Abrudan and in a flash, he had opened his body up to wrong foot Ciprian 
Tatarusanu and slipped a precise finish into the Anfield Road end net. 
Having provided two assists down that end of the ground in the previous 
European games against FC Rabotnicki and Trabzonspor – and been sent off 
against Arsenal – it was somewhat fitting Cole opened his account at that end of 
the ground. 
Unfortunately, that flying start could not galvanise the majority of his team-
mates; true, the game might have taken a completely different course had 
Sotirios Kyrgiakos – one of eight changes to the side which drew at Birmingham – 
saw his header squeeze past Eric Bicfavli. 
Lethargic and sloppy, too many men in red failed to get anywhere near the 
standards expected of them; a certain few gave the impression that they would 
rather be anywhere else than running around Anfield on an inclement autumnal 
evening. 
That lethargy led to Steaua gaining parity on 12 minutes, Cristian Tanase deftly 
chipping the advancing Pepe Reina after he nipped in between Kyrgiakos and 
Martin Kelly on to a perfectly weighted through ball from Bogdan Stancu. 
Not good enough. Not by a long way 
Thank heavens, then, for the local heartbeat in this team. Steven Gerrard might 
have sat in the directors box and Jamie Carragher was on the bench but Jay 
Spearing and Martin Kelly continually showed the passion and commitment you 
expect from those who wear a red shirt. 
Spearing, in particular, deserves great credit for rousing everyone from their 
slumber; shortly before half-time, he exhorted “Come on boys! We’ve got to 
******* pick this up! Come on!” and that received a round of applause from 
everyone who heard him. 
Here was a young man desperately trying to impress and show he deserves to 
stay at his beloved club; for his attitude and commitment alone, Spearing 
deserves another chance in the first team in the not too distant future. 
Kelly, meanwhile, had a hand in the move that ultimately led to Liverpool poking 
their noses back in front; his tenacity and refusal to give up a lost cause resulted 
in his side winning a corner. From that set piece, Kyrgiakos was bundled over and 
a penalty was awarded. 
What happened next, however, almost defied belief. With all the regular penalty 
takers sidelined and Cole ruling himself out of the reckoning, David Ngog picked 
the ball up and was greeted by a widespread chorus of groans. 
Astonishing. The situation was tense enough already for the young Frenchman 
but to have your fans openly question your ability? Happily, it did not affect him 
and he sent Tatarusanu the wrong way to ease the tension. For good measure, he 
doubled his tally in injury time. 
Getting breathing space led to Liverpool’s play becoming more adventurous and 
there was another goal before Ngog struck again – Lucas, this time, announced his 
arrival on proceedings three minutes after replacing Ryan Babel by smashing a 
drive in from 25 yards.So, job done, but to say this is a sign Liverpool are ready to 
move relentlessly forward would be premature and Hodgson, certainly, will not 
be kidded otherwise. 
 

 

 


